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Across

2. 1.the activity or profession of 

producing advertisements for 

commercial products or services:

4. compliance with standards, rules, 

or laws

8. a city in eastern Germany, the 

capital of Brandenburg state

10. a country in eastern Asia, the third 

largest and most populous in the world

11. all property is publicly owned and 

each person works and is paid according 

to their abilities and needs.

14. the competition between nations 

regarding achievements in the field of 

space exploration.

17. system for transmitting visual 

images and sound that are reproduced 

on screens

19. 1.a region in eastern Asia that 

forms a peninsula between the East Sea 

and the Yellow Sea

20. 1.a competition between nations 

for superiority in the development and 

accumulation of weapons

Down

1. Policy made to help any country 

fighting communism

3. military strategy to stop the 

expansion of an enemy

5. 1.a bomb that derives its 

destructive power from the rapid release 

of nuclear energy

6. 1.the art or practice of pursuing a 

dangerous policy to the limits of safety 

before stopping, typically in politics.

7. 1.a young person in the 1950s and 

early 1960s belonging to a subculture 

associated with the beat generation.

9. Central Intelligence Agency.

12. 1.each of a series of Soviet artificial 

satellites, the first of which (launched on 

October 4, 1957) was the first satellite to 

be placed in orbit.

13. a temporary marked increase in 

the birth rate, especially the one 

following World War II

15. One of the first rock n roll stars, 

known for songs like "Hound Dog" and 

"All Shook Up"

16. type of popular dance music 

originating in the 1950s

18. an outlying district of a city


